In this paper we study oriented bipartite graphs. In particular, several characterizations of bitournaments are obtained. We introduce the concept of odd-even graphs and show that any (oriented) bipartite graph can be represented by some (oriented) odd-even graph. We show that the famous Goldbach's conjecture is equivalent to the connectedness of certain odd-even graphs.
In the sequel we write xy and yx instead of (x, y) and (y, x) in E respectively. 
Oriented bipartite graphs
A simple directed bipartite graph D = (X, Y, E) is called oriented if for any x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , either (x, y) ∈ E or (y, x) ∈ E or (x, y), (y, x) / ∈ E. Oriented trees form an interesting subclass of the class of oriented graphs. Let T be an oriented tree. Then a path in the underlying tree G(T ) of T is called alternating if each pair of adjacent arc are of opposite direction in T . Let D = (X, Y, E)
be an SDBG. Then D is called unidirectional if either xy / ∈ E for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y or yx / ∈ E for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . In this case either A = 0 or B = 0 in M (D).
Observation 2.1. In an oriented tree T , there is an alternate path between any two vertices of X and y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y , x 1 y 1 , y 1 x 2 , x 2 y 2 ∈ E =⇒ x 1 y 2 ∈ E (see Figure 2 ). An oriented bipartite graph D = (X, Y, E) is called a bitournament if for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , either xy ∈ E or yx ∈ E. 2. D has no directed 4-cycle.
3. D has no directed cycle.
4.
where A is a Ferrer's digraph and A is obtained from A by interchanging 0's and 1's.
Proof. 2 =⇒ 1: Suppose there is no directed 4-cycle in a bitournament D = (X, Y, E). Let
Since D is a bitournament, we have u 1 u 4 ∈ E . Hence it follows from Definition 2.2 that D is bitransitive.
is bitransitive but has a directed cycle. Since D is bipartite,
there cannot be any odd cycle. Hence the cycle is even. Now let the cycle be (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u 2n ). We prove by induction that u 1 u 2k ∈ E for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n. By induction hypothesis, u 1 u 2(k−1) ∈ E.
So by induction, u 1 u 2k ∈ E for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Hence u 1 u 2n ∈ E. But we have already u 2n u 1 ∈ E. Since D is a bitournament, both u 1 u 2n , u 2n u 1 cannot be in E. Hence there is a contradiction.
3 =⇒ 2: Obvious.
This implies u 1 < u 2 < u 3 < u 4 < u 1 which is a contradiction. So D cannot have a directed 4-cycle.
⇐⇒ 4:
The adjacency matrix A is not of a Ferrer's digraph if and only if there is a couple in A such that y r y s x i 1 0
Hence A has the submatrix.
Thus, x i → y r , y r → x j , x j → y s and y s → x i . Then we get a 4-cycle. Hence A is not the adjacency matrix of a Ferrer's digraph if and only if there is a directed 4-cycle. That is, A is the adjacency matrix of a Ferrer's digraph if and only if there is no directed 4-cycle. Without loss of generality we may assume that other vertices of X are labeled by even numbers in D 1 for otherwise we increase the label of each vertex in D 1 by 1.
Let m be an even number that is greater than all labels of vertices in D 1 . We label v as m and for each w ∈ B, we relabel w as w + m. We first note that adding m does not change the parity for any w in B. Next we prove that this relabeling does not violate the adjacency condition. Let there be an arc from w ∈ B to a vertex x in D 1 . Then by construction x ∈ B. Hence all arcs from any w ∈ B go to vertices to B itself. Since the original labeling did not violate the adjacency condition, increasing each label by m also does not violate it for arcs from some vertex of B to another vertex of B. Now for the arcs from some x / ∈ B to some w ∈ B, the adjacency condition is not violated as we have increased the label of w. 
Proof. Let B = (X, Y, E) be an oriented bipartite graph with the partite sets X and Y . Let
It is easy to check that the function f is well-defined and injective.
Take the even set A to be the image of f and let the odd
for any xy ∈ E(B) and x y / ∈ E(B). is isomorphic to B.
Proof. Consider any orientation B 1 of B. Then by Theorem 3.1,
Note that the above theorem and corollary can easily be extended to (oriented) bipartite graphs with countably infinite number of vertices. Therefore, the family of odd-even graphs is, in fact, the family of all bipartite graphs with countable number of vertices. Now we will prove some conditions for finite odd even graphs to be connected. For any odd-even graph G A (O), let the relevant odd set
Proof. Suppose | A |= n and | O rel |= k. Now, the number of edges in
The number of edges is at most
as each edge ab corresponds to a pair of odd numbers 
Now we will study odd-even graphs with odd sets of the following form where N is the set of all natural numbers:
is unidirectional if and only if 4 divides a.
First assume that a is divisible by 4. Let u = 4x ∈ V 1 , v = 4y + 2 ∈ V 2 and − → vu ∈ E. So that forces u > v. Then we must have
where n 1 , n 2 are some positive integers. But this is a contradiction as a(n 1 + n 2 )/2 + b is an odd number while 2x is even. So all the arcs in
For the converse part, assume that a is not divisible by 4. Let n 1 > n 2 be two positive even integers.
Then u = a(n 1 − n 2 ) ∈ V 1 and v = a(n 1 + n 2 ) + 2b ∈ V 2 . In this case, We can easily generalize this result to the following. 
 
and the adjacency matrix of
Note that according to Theorem 3.5,
is not. From the above two examples one can observe the difference between the adjacency matrices of unidirectional and not unidirectional oriented odd-even graphs.
The Goldbach graph
Now we will focus on a particular odd-even graph − → G E (P) and G E (P) where the odd set P is the set of all odd primes, and call it the Goldbach graph for reason that will become apparent in the first result of this section. Let E n denote the set of all even numbers less than or equal to 2n.
Also, the graph G En (P) will be denoted by G n and the neighborhood N Gn (v) (or, the out-neighbor
, respectively) for the remainder of the section. Also the degree d Gn (v) (or, the out-degree d (ii) G n is connected for all n ≥ 7.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Suppose that the Goldbach's conjecture is true. Observe that G 7 is connected. Now assume that G n is connected for all n ≤ k. By Goldbach Conjecture, 2(k + 1) = p + q for some p, q ∈ P. Then |p − q| is even and |p − q| < p + q = 2(n + 1). Thus 2(k + 1) is adjacent to |p − q| which is a vertex of G k as well. This implies that G k+1 is connected.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Suppose G n is connected for all n ≥ 7. Let v be any even integer greater equal to 14. ∞ (a). That means, there exists odd primes p, q such that we have p + q = a. This is precisely the Goldbach's conjecture.
The above result shows that the Goldbach's conjecture can be formulated using graph theoric notions. Note that in Theorem 3.3 and 3.4 we presented one necessary and another sufficient conditions for connectedness of finite odd-even graphs. Improved results of similar nature might give rise to an alternative way of digging into the Goldbach's conjecture using graph theory due to Theorem 4.1. Having proved this equivalence, naturally we tried to explore more such equivalent formulations. Our observation which was integral in proving the above result is that, given an even integer 2n, it is adjacent to a smaller integer implies that 2n can be expressed as the sum of two odd primes. Similarly, its adjacency with a greater integer implies that 2n can be expressed as difference of two odd primes. This readily provides graph theoric formulation of another well-known conjecture in number theory. (i) (A conjecture by Maillet [3] ) Every even integer can be written as difference of two odd primes.
(ii) Every vertex of − → G ∞ has non-zero out-degree, that is,
After this the first thing that came to our notice is that the degree of the vertices of our graph is particularly interesting. As the graph is an infinite graph, the natural question about the degrees are, if they are finite or not. In particular, note that each vertex have finite in-degree, as its inneighbors are smaller even numbers, while its out-degree can be unbounded. So the vertex 0 have no in-neighbors while its out-neighbors are precisely 2p for all p ∈ P. We know that there are infinitely many odd primes due to Euclid's theorem (which says, there are infinitely many prime numbers). Hence, d + ∞ (0) is infinite and this is equivalent to Euclid's theorem. (i) (Kronecker's conjecture [2] ) Given an even number 2k, there are infinitely many pairs of primes of the form {p, p + 2k}.
(ii) For every vertex v ∈ E we have
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Suppose that the conjecture is true. Let 2k be an even number for some k ≥ 1.
So, there are infinitely many pairs of primes of the form {p, p + 2k} by assumption. Note that for each such pair of primes the vertex 2k is adjacent to the vertex 2(p + k) in G ∞ .
(ii) ⇔ (iii): Clearly follows from the fact that
is infinite for all v ∈ E. Let v = 2k be an even number for some k ≥ 1. Now for each out-neighbor u = 2n of v in G ∞ we have In particular, determining if degree (or out-degree) of 2 is finite or not will settle the twin prime conjecture [10] (positively if d (2) is infinite). This implies an immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.5. The following statements are equivalent.
1. (Twin prime conjecture [10] ) There are infinitely many pairs of primes of the form {p, p + 2}.
In
Next we will try to understand the significance of the degrees of the vertices in G ∞ . Given an even number 2n, the in-degree d − ∞ (2n) is the number of ways 2n can be expressed as the sum of two odd primes. Similarly, the out-degree d + ∞ (2n) is the number of ways 2n can be expressed as the difference of two odd primes. Moreover, the degree of 0 in G n is the number of odd primes less than or equal to n. So, the graph parameter d n (0) can be regarded as a function similar to the prime counting function π(n), which denotes the number of primes less than or equal to n. So, for n ≥ 2 we have
as the only even prime 2 is not adjacent to 0. As it turned out to be an interesting yet difficult problem to figure out what the degrees of the vertices are, we started to establish some relations between them. Hence the following result. 
Sketch of the proof. Let A i = {q | p + q = 2r − 2i and q ≤ p} for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} where p, q are odd primes.
i=0 A i |. Now suppose q ∈ A i ∩ A j for some i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and i < j. Then there are primes p 1 , p 2 ≥ q such that p 1 + q = 2r − 2i and p 2 + q = 2r − 2j. So p 2 = p 1 − 2(j − i). As both
This will complete the proof.
Step 0: We know that for each q ∈ 4 i=0 A i , we have (0, 2q) ∈ S 0 . Put all these (0, 2q)'s in the set T . Next we have to deal with the elements that are in more than one A i 's.
Step 1: First we handle the case where an element q ∈ A 0 ∩ A j for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. For each such q there is a prime p such that p + q = 2r. By (4.1) we know that that for each such q, there is an edge between 2j and (2p − 2j). Put all these (j, 2p − 2j)'s in T . Observe that all these are new elements in T as j ≥ 1.
Step 2: Now consider an element q ∈ A 1 ∩ A 2 . Then there exists a prime p such that p + q = 2r − 2 and by (4.1) we know that (1, 2p − 2) ∈ S 1 . We will put all such (1, 2p − 2)'s in T if they were already not in T . Let for some q, its corresponding (1, 2p − 2) were already in T . That means that element was included to T due to Step 1. Therefore, p + (q + 2) = 2r where (q + 2) is also a prime.
Hence, (1, 2q + 2) ∈ S 1 as both = q are primes. Note that, all the elements included to T before are of the form (1, 2p − 2) with p / ∈ A 0 while (q + 2) ∈ A 0 . Therefore,
is not yet included to T . Now we include all such (1, 2q + 2)'s to T .
Step 3: Now consider an element q ∈ A 1 ∩ A 3 . Then there exists a prime p such that p + q = 2r − 2 and by (4.1) we know that (2, 2p − 4) ∈ S 2 . We will put all such (2, 2p − 4)'s in T if they were not already in T .
Let for some q, its corresponding (2, 2p − 4) were already in T . That means that element was included to T due to Step 1. An argument similar to Step 2 will show that there is an edge between (2q + 2) and 2. We will include all those (1, 2q + 2)'s to T which were not included to T before.
There may be some (1, 2q + 2) which was included to T before. Then that inclusion was due to
Step 2. This implies p, (p − 2) and (p − 4) are all odd primes. The only such instance is when p = 7. Thus, 2r − 6 = (p − 4) + q = 3 + q. As (p − 4) ≥ q we have q = 3. Hence, 2r = 12. It is easy to check (manually) that the theorem holds for 2r = 12. Therefore, we can ignore this case.
There are four more steps, namely, for q ∈ A 1 ∩ A 4 , q ∈ A 2 ∩ A 3 , q ∈ A 2 ∩ A 4 and q ∈ A 3 ∩ A 4 in that order, that will conclude the proof. Those cases can be handled in a similar way like above.
Our interest in the degree of the bipartite graph G ∞ promted us to study the complete bipartite subgraphs of G ∞ from number theoretic point of view. Lemma 4.9. Let a, b ∈ 6N 0 and ab ∈ E(G ∞ ) with a ≥ b, then a = 6 and b = 0.
Proof. As both a and b are divisible by 6, both 
In the next result we will also capture the case where at least one of the partite sets have exactly two vertices while the other one has at least four of them.
Theorem 4.11. Let K 2,n be a subgraph of G ∞ with partite sets X and Y such that |X| = 2 and Proof. Given any n, the set R = {(2n + 2)! + 2, (2n + 2)! + 3, ..., (2n + 2)! + (2n + 2)} is a set of consecutive composite numbers. Hence no two vertices in the set S = {(2n + 2)! + 2, (2n + 2)! + 4, ..., (2n + 2)! + 2(n + 1)} are adjacent to each other as a+b 2 ∈ R for all a, b ∈ S. Hence S is an independent set containing n consecutive even numbers in G ∞ .
Conclusions
We conclude the paper with an interesting observation that the graphs G E * n (P 1 ) is Hamiltonian for all even n with 4 n 58, where E * n = E n {0} and P 1 = P ∪ {1} (see Appendix). Since the graph G E * n (P 1 ) is bipartite, there cannot be any odd cycle in the graph. But it follows from the above observations that G E * n (P 1 ) has a Hamiltonian path (i.e., a spanning path) for all odd n with 5 n 57 for if G E * 2m (P 1 ) is Hamiltonian, then deleting the vertex corresponding to 2m from any of its Hamiltonian cycle, we get a Hamiltonian path of G E * 2m−1 (P 1 ). Thus G E * n (P 1 ) has a Hamiltonian path for all n with 4 n 58. The following is an interesting Hamiltonian path of 
